Chinese diplomat visits D.C.

WASHINGTON (AP) - Teng Hua-ping, the driving force in China's outward reach to the West, came to the United States yesterday for talks with President Carter and a coast-to-coast tour that will draw the world's most advanced nation closer to its most powerful one.

The first of China's communist leaders to visit this country, Teng is in town for a case of meetings and ceremonies that will define the relationship between China and the United States. The new era began with full diplomatic recognition between the two nations.

Teng and Carter have scheduled six hours of conversation, starting with the first of two White House sessions today after a formal greening of the South Lawn. That formal welcome, with its speeches and ceremony, will be Carter's first face-to-face encounter with China's 74-year-old vice premier.

During his stay in this country, Teng is scheduled to visit For Ford Plaza near Atlanta, sample barbecue at a Texas rodeo and inspect the flying plant in Seattle which will build three new jumbo jets for China at a cost of $156 million.

Groups of anti-communists and radical leftists have threatened to protest Teng's visit at every stop.

Last year burglaries in high student concentration areas (HSCA) showed a 3.19 percent decrease as compared to 1977.

According to a report prepared by Dan D'Antonio of the Off-Campus Housing Office, 408 HSCA burglaries were reported in 1977, but only 393 reports of burglaries were called in to the South Bend Police in 1978.

The figures for the report are taken from the South Bend Police files. Numbers of burglaries represent only those occurring in residences. The figures represent only burglaries, not other types of crimes such as robberies, assaults or damages to property.

Groups of anti-communists and radical leftists have threatened to protest Teng's visit at every stop.

The decreases in zones 6, 7 and 9 respectively.

O-Campus Housing burglaries decrease

According to report

by Kathleen Connolly
Senior Staff Reporter

Last year burglaries in high student concentration areas (HSCA) showed a 3.19 percent decrease as compared to 1977.

According to a report prepared by Dan D'Antonio of the Off-Campus Housing Office, 408 HSCA burglaries were reported in 1977, but only 393 reports of burglaries were called in to the South Bend Police in 1978.

The figures for the report are taken from the South Bend Police files. Numbers of burglaries represent only those occurring in residences. The figures represent only burglaries, not other types of crimes such as robberies, assaults or damages to property. Figures given for 1977 and 1978 comparisons are for the period 1-1 to 11-30, due to the unavailability of data for December of 1977.

The 3.91 percent decrease is contrasted with an overall increase of 3.93 percent for the South Bend vicinity.

The report also contains an analysis of each of the four zones with the highest concentration of students: zone 10, located in the southeast neighborhood of South Bend, which has a known student population of 447, zone 19, bordered by Lincolnway, Walnut, Washington, and Williams Streets, with 119 students; zone 7, which runs along the St. Joseph River from Angelia to Madison, with Portage forming the border with zone 6 which is bounded by Lincolnway and by railroad tracks in the northwest.

Zones 6 and 7 have approximately student populations of 103 and 90 respectively. The figures are only approximately since there are students residing in these areas who are not registered with Off-Campus Housing.

Of the four zones only, one zone, 10, showed an increase in incidences of burglaries for 1978. In 1977, 89 burglaries were recorded, but 1978 saw an increase of 46.07 percent with 130 reported burglaries.

Despite these figures, zone 10 does not have the highest incidence rate among the four HSCA zones. Zone 6, in which reported burglaries decreased by 1.76 percent has been first both in the HSCA Zones and in the entire South Bend area for the past two years.

The other two HSCA areas, zones 7 and 19, saw decreases of 31.93 and 35.29 percent respectively.

There has also been a decrease in the percentage of burglaries in South Bend occurring in HSCA zones. In 1977, 23.94 percent of the burglaries committed in the South Bend vicinity occurred in zones 6, 7, 19, and 10 as compared with 22.42 percent for 1978.

The decreases in zones 6, 7 and 19 can be traced to low figures for the first half of the year. From Jan. 1 through June 30, 1978 incidents were very low as compared with the period July 1 through Nov. 30.

D'Antonio, supervisor of Off-Campus Housing and a second-year law student, believes that the report demonstrates a need for the safety education of off-campus residents.

Assailant attacks, rapes grad student

A woman student at Notre Dame was the victim of a burglary and rape early Friday morning, according to campus Security.

Entry to the victim's apartment was gained through an unlocked window, and the assailant was described as in his 20's and 5' 0" to 5' 10" in height.

The victim was treated at St. Joseph's Hospital and released.

Notre Dame Security Director Joe Wall notified The Observer Friday that his department is expanding its foot patrol to include the townhouses on Notre Dame Avenue. Between two and four security officers will patrol the area on foot each night from 9 p.m. to 3 or 4 a.m. Regular auto patrol will continue as usual.
Additional Gacy victims identified in Chicago

CHICAGO (AP) - Two more skeletons among the 27 found as the body of accused mass murderer John Wayne Gacy Jr. has been dug out at his former West Side home. Autopsies said the bodies of the two victims were 20 years old, men missing since late 1977. The Cook County medical examiner's office would not identify the victims or the day they were found. People familiar with the investigation told The Chicago Tribune and Associated Press that they were former roommates.

Connally expects Kennedy as Demo candidate in '80

NEW YORK (AP) - Republican presidential hopeful John Connally said yesterday that he expects Sen. Edward Kennedy to run for president, and if he does, Connally said he can beat him. "If I ever saw a man positioning himself to run for president in the spring of '80," Connally said, adding that Kennedy could "take away the (Democratic) nomination" from President Carter. But Connally, who was interviewed on NBC-TV's "Meet the Press," said he believes he can beat either Kennedy or Carter because "I think I would note actually reflect the attitude of the American people today." Connally, a former Texas governor, said that attitude is one of fiscal conservatism, and he proposed a 5 percent across the board cut in federal spending.

Memorial services today for former VP Rockefeller

TARRYTOWN, N.Y. (AP) - The body of former Vice President Nelson Rockefeller, 70, was cremated yesterday, a family spokesman said, a day before a private memorial service was scheduled at the Rockefeller estate overlooking the Hudson River. Rockefeller's ashes will be buried today at the family cemetery at the Pocantico Hills estate.

Jim Jones in-law denies cult leader's estate

RICHMOND, Ind. (AP) - The mother-in-law of Peoples Temple leader Jim Jones, the man who led more than 900 followers to their deaths in a mass suicide in 1978, has denied reports that the cult founder left a multi-million-dollar estate. Mrs. Baldwin, said Jones' adopted daughter, Sandra, 26, told her a $17,000 account in Nassau and "some property sold to a Richmond family" were not to be his most important asset, even though he left his wife, three children and his in-laws with no money.

Weather

Partly sunny today with highs in the low 50's. Partly cloudy tonight in the upper 30's. Locally cloudy ceilings tomorrow with highs in the mid to upper 20's.

YWCA plans Job Readiness

Job Readiness, a 12-hour group countenprogram, will begin Tuesday, Feb. 6, at the Women's Career Center located on the fourth floor of the YWCA, 802 North Lafayette, South Bend.
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EXILE

"Hair designs for Men & Women, with the emphasis on Easy Care'

open late Tues.-thurs. 8pm
north 1/2 mile east of note dame
18381 edison at ind 23 727-7222
South 2041 E.lteland at ironwood
master charge visa 291-1001

CELEBRATION / SUNSHINE

N.D. STUDENT UNION

PRESENT

HEART

with guest EXILE

Thursday Feb 22
8:00 PM
NOTRE DAME ACC

Tickets $6.00 and $7.00
NOW ON SALE
ACC Ticket Office
Student Union Ticket Office
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Iran rioting worsens; street violence kills 27

TEHRAN, Iran (AP)- Troops firing machine guns and anti-government rioters armed with rocket-propelled grenades yesterday in the city's worst violence in months. At least 27 persons were reported killed and more than 100 wounded.

The street warfare, exploded as Iran's political crisis reached a new and dangerous stage, has left tens of thousands homeless and forced thousands to flee their homes.

Avastollah Rahahibi Khosravi, spiritual leader of the anti-shah movement, rejected a plan to return to Iran and said he would not campaign for him.

"It was Tehran's bloodiest day since Sep. 8, when 121 persons died in political violence. Gunfire continued sporadically after nightfall.

Bakhtiar announced Saturday that he intended to fly to Paris to meet with Khomeini and seek his advice on Iran's future.

The 78-year-old Khomeini reiterated his stand that Bakhtiar's government is "illegal" because it was appointed by the "illegal" Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi, who was forced into an indefinite trip abroad by the mass movement of strikes and demonstrations orchestrated by Khomeini.

No one was injured during it was Tehran's bloodiest day since Sep. 8, when 121 persons died in political violence. Gunfire continued sporadically after nightfall.

Bakhtiar announced Saturday that he intended to fly to Paris to meet with Khomeini and seek his advice on Iran's future.

The 78-year-old Khomeini reiterated his stand that Bakhtiar's government is "illegal" because it was appointed by the "illegal" Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi, who was forced into an indefinite trip abroad by the mass movement of strikes and demonstrations orchestrated by Khomeini.
... burglaries

for this semester in terms of organization and planning on moving off-campus.

"I can't tell you the South Bend Police what to do. This report is one thing we can do to make them constantly aware of what is going on in these areas," D'Antonio said.

The report was turned over to the data processing division of the South Bend Police Department last Tuesday, but as of last Friday it had not yet been reviewed.

"I'm trying to create an awareness with the report. There is a need for an off-campus student organization," D'Antonio commented.

D'Antonio noted that the organization of off-campus students is the responsibility of Student Government, but that the Off-Campus Housing Office would be open and available to them for help.

Copies of the Off-Campus Office Report on burglaries are available for review at the Off-Campus Housing Office, 315 Administration Building.

John Fitzpatrick, student government's off-campus commissioner, concurred with D'Antonio's analysis of the situation.

"I agree with Dan's thinking that students need to organize, and in fact that's what we've been working on this semester," Fitzpatrick has several goals.

1. Indigestion
2. Thickening
3. Bowel or bladder or lump
4. Or hoarseness.
5. Sore that does not heal.
6. A voice in the form of an
7. Probably cancer.

If you won't read these 7 signals of cancer...

You probably have the 8th.

1. Change in bowel or bladder habits.
2. A sore that does not heal.
3. Unusual bleeding or discharge.
4. Thickening or lump in breast or elsewhere.
5. Indigestion or difficulty in swallowing.
6. Obvious change in wart or mole.
7. Nagging cough or hoarseness.
8. A fear of cancer that can prevent you from detecting cancer at an early stage. A stage when it is highly curable. Everyone's afraid of cancer, but don't let it scare you to death.

[continued on page 9]

Notre Dame - Saint Mary's Shuttle Schedule
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American Cancer Society
Rugby Club to tour Ireland in March

by Shaun McCauley

The 42-member Notre Dame Rugby Club will fly to Ireland March 10 for a fifteen day tour of that country's southern sections. The trip will add up to the third Ireland excursion in the club's eighteen year history.

The team will engage in five rugby matches during their stay. The first two, scheduled at Trinity College in Dublin and Maynooth College will acquaint the athletes with the style of play typical among the student teams in Ireland.

The team will also compete against a club team at Greystones, an Irish organization complete with their own clubhouse, devoted to preserving the art of ancient Gaelic sport.

In competition against the Irish National team and another group sponsored by Pullman and company, which makes Irish Mist, the Sugars will experience all aspects of rugby society in the British Isles.

Part of the purpose of the trip is to combine valuable experience in rugby competition with exposure to the cultural offerings of Ireland, renowned for its beauty and friendly people, according to club representatives.

The sightseeing aspect of the tour includes some of the best known landmarks in the small country. According to Mike Rouan, the team will visit the cities of Guinnes, Limerick and Galway. They will also see the famous Blarney Stone and the medieval Bunratty Castle, conveniently situated near a renowned tavern called Dirty Nelly's.

The visit also coincides with the greatest national celebration in Ireland-St. Patrick's Day. As ambassadors from the United States, the players will march in the parade and partake in the festivities which bring one-half of the country's population to Dublin each year.

The team is now conducting a fund raising raffle in which the first prize is airfare for two to Ireland. Tickets can be purchased from any team member or at the drawing, which will be held Saturday night at Corby's. Plans for the trip have been made since last summer when the team chose Ireland over other club tour choices at the suggestion of Fr. Paul Lavalle. Lavalle, a referee and part-time coach from last year, has returned to his native Ireland.

SMC juniors hold meeting to discuss events for semester

The Junior Class of Saint Mary's held a meeting last night to discuss events for the Spring semester. The first topic on the agenda concerned a letter that was sent to the mothers of all juniors about the Mother's Daughters Weekend.

It is scheduled for the weekend of Feb. 16, 17 and 18, according to Marie Bradley, Junior Class president. The weekend will begin with registration on Friday afternoon between 1:30 p.m. in the main lobby of LeMans Hall. According to Margie Flavin, weekend coordinator, registration packets will be provided containing a detailed list of events and suggestions of restaurants in the South Bend area. That same evening at 7 p.m., a wine and cheese cocktail party will be held in Silliman Lounge.

The main event for Saturday is a five hour shopping spree in Chicago's Water Tower Place. Transportation by bus will be provided to and from Chicago. Departure time and place will be announced in the registration packets. No scheduled events are planned for Saturday night. A special mass for the mothers is planned for Sunday followed by a noon brunch. The mass will include the blessing of the junior's class rings.

A cost of $20 covers the cocktail party, bus to Chicago and the brunch for both mother and daughter. Bradley said brothers and sisters are also welcome to take part. In this case, a total of $7.50 per child for the bus to Chicago would have to be added as well as payment at the door for Sunday's brunch.

"It would like to encourage participation in the hopes of establishing the Mother's Daughters weekend as a tradition of the Junior Class at Saint Mary's," Bradley said.

Bradley also pointed out that if any members of the class of 1980 had sophomore standing last semester due to lack of credits, their mother's weekend may have been received a letter because they were sent from the Registrar's Office. She asked that students contact her at 4068 for more information.

Information concerning class T-shirts was provided by Mary Lynn Spirtler, class secretary. The ordering of T-shirts will be done through the hall representatives and a down payment will be necessary to insure a shirt.

Juniors will receive more information in a letter at a later date. Other events for this semester include a Ground Hog's Day party on Saturday, Feb. 3 at Guinnes's between 9 p.m.-2 a.m. A $2 cover charge will be charged for all the beer you can drink. Another event in the near future is a class mass and dinner. According to Elaine Belle, vice president, this is scheduled for Monday, Feb. 5 at 4:30. More details concerning this will be released later.
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**Cosimo is proud to introduce his newest hair designer, Sally**

Sally please call for an apt.

277-1875

18461 state rd 23

---

**Agency aims at gripes**

The Ombudsman Service is continuing its open access, operation of the Complaints Agency in order to handle grievances filed by students.

In its second year under the CBUD special programs and service division, the investigative research of the OGBD Complaints Agency aims at improving cooperation and understanding between students and administration.

The number to call is 6283.

---

**Mike Macdonald can answer questions you may have concerning today's Nuclear propulsion Navy.**

As a commissioned Nuclear Navy Officer there will be opportunities you will not get in private industry.

For more info contact Mike at 415 Grace Hall or call collect. (312) 657-2169
Bryan Horgan's recently published article "Sex and Notre Dame: An Early Virgin Territory" (Observer, Tuesday, Jan. 23) drew a multitude of comments and responses in response to the exact. Limitations of space dictated that not all the responses could be printed. I attempted to publish as many as possible as they were provided via viewpoints on the issue of sexual equality. Because of space constraints and the number of letters, perhaps a summary of the viewpoints is necessary.

The major argument against Horgan's case dealt with the element of choice introduced by the author. The liberators and students of statements are the difference between male and female sexual equality. While the fashionable usage of today's American macho, the image of the modern female is, both feminine and career-oriented, even if the career is a traditional one. In a selective school such as Notre Dame, women are responsible for their action, and an intelligent woman considers both the act and its possible consequences in making her choice. These consequences affect the emotional relationship of a young woman.

The Notre Dame male, however, also has a choice to make. Responses indicate that many men resent the suggestion that they are either non-virgins or frustrated. They, too, recognize the difference between sex and love, and their responsibility in making a decision, and the error of assuming love is impossible without sexual passion.

Members of both sexes confirm Horgan's belief that there is a slight majority of students contributes to the high rate of virginitarianity on the Notre Dame campus. However, they also insist that this tradition was started by the women. In some instances, students argue that while they were taught about the Church's stand on pre-marital sex, it is by choice that they followed these rules.

The majority of student responses agree that circumstances at Notre Dame exist which hamper the development of male-female relationships. But, they insist that it is the responsibility of both men and women to either correct or ignore these circumstances. If girls create a feeling of communist and unnaturalness about developing an emotional relationship with a member of the opposite sex, the problem should be addressed by either her or ability to relate to others. If a man is unsure of a woman's GPA and SAT scores are higher than his, he must realize that intelligence is not always accurately represented by numbers and that he can not allow himself to be intimidated by this.

In short, four main words printed under Horgan's argument: responsibility, respect, choice and cooperation. It is the consensus of the letters that in these words lies the key to the equality of the sexes at Notre Dame.

It is tempting to date the notion in attitudes from years ago when a similar situation arose. Twice during the school year of 1976-77, confrontations between men and women were started by arbitrary statements. At those times, the situation divided the minds of the sexes. While some students were amused that slight comments resulted in a heated argument, others became defensive and resentful.

Although Horgan's opinions resulted in a few sexual advances from those who approve, the majority of the responses recognized its unfairness to both sexes. Male-female relations at Notre Dame have definitely improved since the days when men and women reduced each other to chemical equations.

---

Dick and Teng

art buchwald

WASHINGTON--Before anyone gets too excited about President Richard Nixon being invited to dinner at the White House, I would like to point out that "Vice-Premier" Teng requested to see him, and that the decision was made by President Carter's alone.

No one knows what Nixon and Teng will talk about, but I'm going to guess.

NIXON: Mr. Vice-Premier, is it true that you were one of the leading political figures of the People's Republic, and then you were downgraded and sent into exile?

TENG: That is true. The Gang of Four ganged up on me and told Mao I was a counter-revolutionary, a capitalist dog. I was in utter disgrace.

NIXON: I know the feeling. How much did you get for your services?

TENG: Nothing. My name was put on the "persecution" list which was in the public domain. You can't even hide out until the heat blows over, but it was close.

NIXON: I can't believe you went to any other countries while you were on Nixon's "enemies list.

TENG: I mean it. I've got my name on the enemies list, but I'm still in China. I've got my own golf caddy.

NIXON: I mean your golf caddy?

TENG: No. I mean, I've got my own golf caddy. The Chinese government gives me a new golf caddy every year.

NIXON: I still can't believe you're in China.

TENG: Yes. I mean, I'm still in China. I can say what I want. I'm not on Nixon's enemies list.

NIXON: You mean you went through all that hell and didn't make a dent in it? For heaven's sake. Why didn't you just get arrested?

TENG: I'm not sure. I mean, I'm not sure why I didn't get arrested. I mean, I'm still in China.

NIXON: Are you afraid of your own government?

TENG: No. I mean, I'm not afraid of my own government. I've got my own golf caddy.

NIXON: I don't understand. You're afraid of your own government.

TENG: No. I mean, I'm not afraid of my own government. I'm still in China.

NIXON: Your government is afraid of you.

TENG: No. I mean, I'm not afraid of my own government. I've got my own golf caddy.

NIXON: You mean you went through all that hell and didn't make a dent in it? For heaven's sake. Why didn't you just get yourself arrested?

TENG: I'm not sure. I mean, I'm not sure why I didn't get arrested. I mean, I'm still in China.

NIXON: Are you afraid of your own government?

TENG: No. I mean, I'm not afraid of my own government. I've got my own golf caddy.
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TENG: I'm not sure. I mean, I'm not sure why I didn't get arrested. I mean, I'm still in China.

NIXON: Are you afraid of your own government?

TENG: No. I mean, I'm not afraid of my own government. I've got my own golf caddy.

NIXON: Are you afraid of your own government?

TENG: No. I mean, I'm not afraid of my own government. I've got my own golf caddy.

NIXON: You mean you went through all that hell and didn't make a dent in it? For heaven's sake. Why didn't you just get yourself arrested?

TENG: I'm not sure. I mean, I'm not sure why I didn't get arrested. I mean, I'm still in China.

NIXON: Are you afraid of your own government?

TENG: No. I mean, I'm not afraid of my own government. I've got my own golf caddy.

NIXON: Are you afraid of your own government?

TENG: No. I mean, I'm not afraid of my own government. I've got my own golf caddy.

NIXON: You mean you went through all that hell and didn't make a dent in it? For heaven's sake. Why didn't you just get yourself arrested?

TENG: I'm not sure. I mean, I'm not sure why I didn't get arrested. I mean, I'm still in China.

NIXON: Are you afraid of your own government?

TENG: No. I mean, I'm not afraid of my own government. I've got my own golf caddy.
What is sexual freedom?

Dear Editor:

Re: Sex and Equality: ND's Virgin Territory, I must admit that I agree with some of Brian Hogan's remarks—approximately .005 %.

The part that says "...sexual freedom and social equality go together" is perfectly true. And what about sexual freedom? For women to choose to be free.

I do not see many women as a form of freedom.

Certainly you don't mean to say that your love for friends, is boring because you don't believe that you are looking for? Too many NO.

As for marriage, it provides a foundation of commitment and responsibility, a relationship that the two individuals have for each other. Mr. Hogan suggests that people are animals that have nothing to do with sex. It is a great injustice to ourselves.

Your article response: Pros and Cons

Your article in last Tuesday's Observer, "Sex and Equality: ND's Virgin Territory," deserves responses from both men and women interested in improving human relationships at ND. I agree with many of your perceptive observations: that the predominant Catholic (a conservative, male-dominated institution) attitude of most students here hinders fruitful female-male interaction, as do the University's regulations; that many persons confuse sex and making love; that sexual restraint often coincided with political and social inequality; that social superiority is present in all of us; that we need to change attitudes in order to change laws, but the latter is possible only if our ideas are persistent and correct, you make several others with which I must disagree.

Of all, you say that sex without love "may not be the best" without admitting that it can be quite good. For me, however, having an intimate relationship is having sex with someone without love is "the most boring."

You also claim that love without sex is "definitely the most boring." I agree with you. However, if love is the only thing you care about, it can be quite good. I have found love without sex to be exciting. Indeed, no marriage would last more than twenty years if couples depended entirely on sex to express their love. If Mr. Hogan feels that he cannot experience an "almost" love without sex, then I truly must disagree.

Mr. Hogan further states that women are socially superior, are so because they have sexually liberated themselves. I am not to infer from this, as Mr. Hogan has clearly stated, that women are socially superior, are so because they have sexually liberated themselves. In my opinion, it is not the problem. Is it possible that something more is wrong with men than with women? And as if marriage is an expression of love, it should last more than twenty or thirty years if couples depended entirely on sex to express their love. If Mr. Hogan feels that he cannot experience an "almost" love without sex, then I truly must disagree.

Mr. Hogan's argument may be lost in the fog of emotion and personal bias. I do not see that he is looking for "a deep personal relationship that exists for pleasure as Mr. Hogan would have us believe. The possibility that more is wrong with male personality than with female personality, and certainly not the first one a woman should concern herself with."

Mr. Hogan's argument may be lost in the fog of emotion and personal bias. I do not see that he is looking for "a deep personal relationship that exists for pleasure as Mr. Hogan would have us believe."

So for marriage, it provides a foundation of commitment and responsibility, a relationship that the two individuals have for each other. Mr. Hogan suggests that people are animals that have nothing to do with sex. It is a great injustice to ourselves.
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Mary Monnat

Our current views on education are indicative of the attitude of the television so society. One can now see everything that he does not have and everywhere that he has not been, and is stimulated to get these things and go these places. A college education is not viewed as an artistic and intellectual awakening, but rather as a vehicle in which one can acquire the highest level skills to get more money to get more.

The college has taken on the air of the vocational school, but worse. Learning to become an accountat is much the same as learning to become a carpenter. College should not be the place to do either. Apprenctice an accountant as a carpenter is apprenticed. Let the willing (and able) younger learn from the master. That is how the "trades" should be passed along.

In our current educational set-up, this is an economic impossibility. An entire re-vamping of the system would be necessary to implement these changes. But it could be done. Why not condense elementary and secondary education into nine or ten years instead of twelve? The U.S. is a country with only comparatively many opportunities to have such a lengthy basic education.

The system could be modeled along the lines of the British system, or the French system. High qualified students could continue on to college, and others could go to vocational and technical schools. It could be of four years in length, and then graduates could enter the labor force. These college graduates could then train in their respective fields by their employers.

The employer should educate the hiree anyway, since the employer is who will be enjoying the fruits of these skills. The graduates would have gained the valuable experience of learning on the job, and will basically be acquiring the skills at the same age as in the present system. This system would not be expensive to the economy because it is interesting to note that many companies do some teaching in the present system. For example, Caterpillar Tractor Company sends all new employees to a training school, and then has the new employee work with an experienced employee for a period of time. This could easily be incorporated into industry as a whole. The quality of minds might be better acquired.

The employers would have been exposed to and would be better prepared for the mind a chance to grow and thrive. Let the young bloom and breathe before forcing it into the role of a carnation. Water and nature and it will be that much prettier.

I wonder how many possibly great minds are a warped conception of life before life beyond the dome can even be undertaken.

It does not have to be that way. We all know it, so why do we let it happen? Passivism and procrastination eventually give rise to apathy and alienation. Each time you say "I will do that when I grow up", you lose an opportunity to help the economy.

The whole is a sum of its total parts, and you as a part of this universe, can mould or be moulded by a multitude of elements to the human condition, an active and deciding factor in what lies ahead for this society. The time to act is now, before now gives way to tomorrow.

Billboard's Top Ten

Here are the top record hits as listed in Billboard magazine:

Top singles

1. "Le Freak" Chic (Atlantic)
2. "Too Much Heaven" Bee Gees (RSO)
3. "Y.M.C.A." Village People (Casablanca)
4. "You think I'm Sexy" Rod Stewart (Warner Bros.)
5. "Footloose" Billy Joel (Columbia)
6. "Eye Love" Billy Joel (Columbia)
8. "Good Baby Baby" Linda Ronstadt (Asylum)
9. "Hold The Line" Toto (Columbia)
10. "Every 1's a Winner" Hot Chocolate (Island)
11. "September" Earth, Wind and Fire (HBC)

Top LP's

1. "Brief Case Full of Blues" Blues Brothers (Atlantic)
2. "Blondes Have More Fun" Rod Stewart (Warner Bros.)
3. "Footloose" Billy Joel (Columbia)
4. "You Don't Bring Me Flowers" Neil Diamond (Columbia)
5. "Satin Street" Barry Manilow (Atlantic)
6. "Double Vision" Foreigner (Atlantic)
7. "Crazin" Village People (Casablanca)

Stalking The Elusive Education

Anthony Walton

I realize these views are utopian. But the possibilities of educational reform are very bright. Might there be another Renaissance, a new Golden Age of human thought, something called out by a multiplicity of great thinkers? I am of the opinion that there have been no great minds, such as Kierkegaard, Des- ques, or Einstein.

(Note: Although Ein- stien worked in America, he was not educated here.) Might it be because of the American educational system or is it something else?

The more I "know" the more I realize how much I don't know. The commercial says a mind is a muscle, but I think it is more of a combination of elements to the human condition, or a very active and deciding factor in what lies ahead for this society. The time to act is now, before now gives way to tomorrow.
WHC appeals to students to reconsider program

by Maureen Hirtay

Due to a lack of student response last semester, the Notre Dame World Hunger Coalition (WHC) is making another appeal to the Notre Dame community by redistributing fasting program sign-up sheets Wednesday at dinner.

The WHC's initial sign up as a "disappointment" and hopes to recruit more fasters for the second semester. Students must hand in their sheets by Thursday.

"If you drop 100 people during one semester, it doesn't seem like much," John Dunbar, a coordinator of the WHC, explained. "But if you drop 100 people each semester, in five semesters it means 500 people.

This semester only 200 students signed up and this represents a $2,700 loss from last semester's figures.

Dunbar attributes the drop in participants to politics and the students' confusion of where the money comes from and where it goes.

"Politics have often clouded the real situation," Dunbar said. "The students see the third world countries which the coalition aids, in terms of capital, not people. They blame the country or corporations for draining the country's capital and squandering it."

According to Dunbar, students feel that the political situation should be amended. "The students do not realize, though, that until the situation is amended people will still starve and need help.

The dining halls give the coalition $75 for every student that has fasted throughout the semester. The Hunger Coalition receives about 60 percent of their money from the students who have fasted.

... O-C
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a student corporation to buy, restore and rent housing, the organization of boycotts of poor housing of its plans, and the establishment of a landlord-student association to solve mutual problems.

Fitzpatrick's reaction to the figures in the report was that "The frequencies of burglaries in zones 6 and 10 are awfully high—cause for concern."

"Students make up a transient component of the community," Fitzpatrick observed. "Because of the high turnover students are hard to organize and don't have a very strong political community voice.

Commenting on D'Antonio's suggestion that 600 students, Fitzpatrick pointed out that off-campus newsletter has had success in this area.

"There will be additional work on that area," Fitzpatrick added. "You always have to be reminding people.

Fitzpatrick also noted that the University could take a more active role in community affairs.

Sr. Council to meet

The Senior Class Advisory Council will meet at 6:30 p.m. tomorrow evening in the LaFortune Little Theatre. Plans for Senior Month will be discussed and the committee to coordinate the month's activities will be formed. All advisory council members are required to attend, and others interested in working on the Senior Moot are welcome.

Lucas delays lecture

Jerry Lucas, former NBA star and co-author of The Memory Book, has postponed his lecture/workshop entitled "Building a Better Memory" to a later date in February.

Commission plans events

The Saint Mary's Social Commission met last night to discuss the agenda for this semester.

A high priority on the Commission's list was the Valentine's Day semi-formal co-sponsored with the Notre Dame Social Commission for Feb. 14. The theme is "Screw Your Roommate," the gimmick being to fix a roommate up with a date for the evening. The purpose is to bring students out to Mardi Gras during the middle of the week as a break from studying and to celebrate Valentine's Day. The place and the band have not yet been decided upon.

Also discussed were plans for the Snow Sculpture Contest set for Feb. 22 between all the dorms at Notre Dame and Saint Mary's.

The annual Gong Show at Giuseppi's has been tentatively set for March 10. According to Christie Jones, social commission chair, "It is a guaranteed good time because of its reputation from last year."

WHAT'S AN NSA CAREER?

It's different things to different people.

Of course, most of the employees at the National Security Agency have certain things in common: they are civilians employed by the Department of Defense; they are engaged in projects vital to our country's communications security and intelligence production; and they all enjoy the benefits that accompany Federal employment. However, the differences between our career opportunities are just as interesting as their similarities. For example...

TO THE ELECTRONIC ENGINEER (BS/MS): An NSA career means diving into unique projects which can span every phase of the R&D cycle. An engineer may design, develop, test and manage contracts on sub-disciplines such as systems design, systems programming, operating systems, computer applications analysis, and retrieval systems.

TO THE MATHMATICIAN (MS): A career means defining, formulating, and solving complex communications-related problems. Statistical mathematics, matrix algebra and combinatorial analysis are just a few of the tools applied by the NSA mathematician.

TO THE LINGUIST (BA/MA/PhD): A career consists of transcribing, translating, and perhaps conducting analysis and documentation projects. Slavic, Mid-Eastern, and Asian language majors can expect challenging assignments and continuing self-development.

Interested in learning more about the difference in an NSA career? Schedule an interview with us through your Student Placement Office today. U.S. Citizenship is required.
Swimmers split away meets

by Michael Orman
Sports Writer

The Irish 400-yard medley relay team was the only one with away games this weekend. Notre Dame’s swim team was also on the road for two meets and they came home with a split. The weekend got off to an excellent start as the Irish demolished host Northern Illinois, 61-29. Notre Dame won nine of the 15 events. Everyone got a finger in the pie as 13 swimmers either won their individual events or were on a first place relay team. Double winners included team captain John Nolan and freshman John Gibbons. Nolan won the third leg of the 400-yard medley relay and the second leg of the 400-yard freestyle relay. Gibbons won the 200-yard backstroke and the 50-yard backstroke with a time of 2:11.3. He also swam the first leg of the 400-yard medley relay.

Saturday night wasn’t as successful for the tankers. After traveling almost a hundred miles from Debak to Peoria, Ill., the tired Irish took on Bradley on Saturday afternoon, and as Coach Dennis Stark put it, “We were just out of it.” The best teams dobered the Irish, 78-35. There was little to cheer about after the meet with Bradley except for the performance of freshman Michael Higier, who set a new varsity record in the 100-yard freestyle with a time of 1:08.1, 2/10 of a second faster than the mark set last season by John Komora. The only other first place finisher for the Irish was Komora, who swam the 50-yard freestyle in 22.4 seconds. The return trip to Stubbard, Februat! was on the Civic box office. Call 277-4002 for further info.

Molarity

YOU THINK THERE’S NO WAY THE ADMINISTRATION WOULD DARE TO CENSOR THE OBSERVER? SURPRISE! STUDENT RUN BUT IN THE PAST THE ADMINISTRATION HAS DONE IT, IF THERE WAS THE NEXT STEP WOULD BE THE SAME...!!!

NONSENSE! SURE BY TRUSTEES BUT THE REAL REASON WOULD BE THE NEXT STEP...!!!

Molarity

Sunday, February 4th
$15/couple
open bar
******
dancing
cheesesteaks

CINNABAR’S

membership cards

tickets available: smc 1-2 LeMans lobby
dinners halls mon-fri or section reps

IN CONCERT!

produced by
Aiken Management

HARRY CHAPIN

This Friday! 8:00 pm
Morris Civic Auditorium - South Bend

Molarity

Michael Molinelli
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Notre Dame’s offense was too quick for Saint Mary’s zone defense, which left the area under the basket open for McMans and forward Pat Meyer to score. Dominating the boards, McMans and Meyer easily tipped in points to put the Irish ahead by 10 with seven minutes remaining in the first half. Scoring from the floor was back-to-back in the last few minutes of the half but SMC’s numerous fouls put the Irish at the foul line too often. ND scored 12 points in free throws during the first half while SMC only scored four from the charity line. This same problem occurred in the second half. But that scoring from the floor was back-to-back in the last few minutes of the half but SMC’s numerous fouls put the Irish at the foul line too often. ND scored 12 points in free throws during the first half while SMC only scored four from the charity line. This same problem occurred in the second half. But that scoring from the floor was back-to-back in the last few minutes of the half but SMC’s numerous fouls put the Irish at the foul line too often. ND scored 12 points in free throws during the first half while SMC only scored four from the charity line. This same problem occurred in the second half. But that scoring from the floor was back-to-back in the last few minutes of the half but SMC’s numerous fouls put the Irish at the foul line too often. ND scored 12 points in free throws during the first half while SMC only scored four from the charity line. This same problem occurred in the second half. But that scoring from the floor was back-to-back in the last few minutes of the half but SMC’s numerous fouls put the Irish at the foul line too often. ND scored 12 points in free throws during the first half while SMC only scored four from the charity line. This same problem occurred in the second half. But that scoring from the floor was back-to-back in the last few minutes of the half but SMC’s numerous fouls put the Irish at the foul line too often. ND scored 12 points in free throws during the first half while SMC only scored four from the charity line. This same problem occurred in the second half. But that scoring from the floor was back-to-back in the last few minutes of the half but SMC’s numerous fouls put the Irish at the foul line too often. ND scored 12 points in free throws during the first half while SMC only scored four from the charity line. This same problem occurred in the second half. But that scoring from the floor was back-to-back in the last few minutes of the half but SMC’s numerous fouls put the Irish at the foul line too often. ND scored 12 points in free throws during the first half while SMC only scored four from the charity line. This same problem occurred in the second half. But that scoring from the floor was back-to-back in the last few minutes of the half but SMC’s numerous fouls put the Irish at the foul line too often. ND scored 12 points in free throws during the first half while SMC only scored four from the charity line. This same problem occurred in the second half. But that scoring from the floor was back-to-back in the last few minutes of the half but SMC’s numerous fouls put the Irish at the foul line too often. ND scored 12 points in free throws during the first half while SMC only scored four from the charity line. This same problem occurred in the second half. But that scoring from the floor was back-to-back in the last few minutes of the half but SMC’s numerous fouls put the Irish at the foul line too often. ND scored 12 points in free throws during the first half while SMC only scored four from the charity line. This same problem occurred in the second half. But that scoring from the floor was back-to-back in the last few minutes of the half but SMC’s numerous fouls put the Irish at the foul line too often. ND scored 12 points in free throws during the first half while SMC only scored four from the charity line. This same problem occurred in the second half. But that scoring from the floor was back-to-back in the last few minutes of the half but SMC’s numerous fouls put the Irish at the foul line too often. ND scored 12 points in free throws during the first half while SMC only scored four from the charity line. This same problem occurred in the second half. But that scoring from the floor was back-to-back in the last few minutes of the half but SMC’s numerous fouls put the Irish at the foul line too often. ND scored 12 points in free throws during the first half while SMC only scored four from the charity line. This same problem occurred in the second half. But that scoring from the floor was back-to-back in the last few minutes of the half but SMC’s numerous fouls put the Irish at the foul line too often. ND scored 12 points in free throws during the first half while SMC only scored four from the charity line. This same problem occurred in the second half. But that scoring from the floor was back-to-back in the last few minutes of the half but SMC’s numerous fouls put the Irish at the foul line too often. ND scored 12 points in free throws during the first half while SMC only scored four from the charity line. This same problem occurred in the second half. But that scoring from the floor was back-to-back in the last few minutes of the half but SMC’s numerous fouls put the Irish at the foul line too often. ND scored 12 points in free throws during the first half while SMC only scored four from the charity line. This same problem occurred in the second half. But that scoring from the floor was back-to-back in the last few minutes of the half but SMC’s numerous fouls put the Irish at the foul line too often. ND scored 12 points in free throws during the first half while SMC only scored four from the charity line. This same problem occurred in the second half. But that scoring from the floor was back-to-back in the last few minutes of the half but SMC’s numerous fouls put the Irish at the foul line too often. ND scored 12 points in free throws during the first half while SMC only scored four from the charity line. This same problem occurred in the second half. But that scoring from the floor was back-to-back in the last few minutes of the half but SMC’s numerous fouls put the Irish at the foul line too often. ND scored 12 points in free throws during the first half while SMC only scored four from the charity line. This same problem occurred in the second half. But that scoring from the floor was back-to-back in the last few minutes of the half but SMC’s numerous fouls put the Irish at the foul line too often. ND scored 12 points in free throws during the first half while SMC only scored four from the charity line. This same problem occurred in the second half. But that scoring from the floor was back-to-back in the last few minutes of the half but SMC’s numerous fouls put the Irish at the foul line too often. ND scored 12 points in free throws during the first half while SMC only scored four from the charity line. This same problem occurred in the second half. But that scoring from the floor was back-to-back in the last few minutes of the half but SMC’s numerous fouls put the Irish at the foul line too often. ND scored 12 points in free throws during the first half while SMC only scored four from the charity line. This same problem occurred in the second half. But that scoring from the floor was back-to-back in the last few minutes of the half but SMC’s numerous fouls put the Irish at the foul line too often. ND scored 12 points in free throws during the first half while SMC only scored four from the charity line. This same problem occurred in the second half. But that scoring from the floor was back-to-back in the last few minutes of the half but SMC’s numerous fouls put the Irish at the foul line too often. ND scored 12 points in free throws during the first half while SMC only scored four from the charity line. This same problem occurred in the second half. But that scoring from the floor was back-to-back in the last few minutes of the half but SMC’s numerous fouls put the Irish at the foul line too often. ND scored 12 points in free throws during the first half while SMC only scored four from the charity line. This same problem occurred in the second half. But that scoring from the floor was back-to-back in the last few minutes of the half but SMC’s numerous fouls put the Irish at the foul line too often. ND scored 12 points in free throws during the first half while SMC only scored four from the charity line. This same problem occurred in the second half. But that scoring from the floor was back-to-back in the last few minutes of the half but SMC’s numerous fouls put the Irish at the foul line too often. ND scored 12 points in free throws during the first half while SMC only scored four from the charity line. This same problem occurred in the second half. But that scoring from the floor was back-to-back in the last few minutes of the half but SMC’s numerous fouls put the Irish at the foul line too often. ND scored 12 points in free throw...
... Terps
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chipped-1-up markers as Maryland forged to a 42-36 advantage at halftime. Maryland's Scott Birdsong scored 11 of his 12 points in the first half for the Terps, who coasted off in the second half, finished the game with a 13-point field goal rate. Maryland out rebounded

the Irish 37-28.

Graham topped all scorers with 28 points, tallying on 11-15 shots. Gibbons added 11 markers as Drexel's squad doubled their season mark to 14-5.

Jackson's 8-12 from the floor gave him 16 points while

Brown 4 (Tom Perry) and LaFortune 2 (Brian Brown) combined for 15 points.

As second semester seniors your days

are numbered, so

make the trip. Mark

Rosenberg's (Tues.) at

Middletown, CT.

and questionable
defense as well. We have
great speed and when we use it on
the floor, it is almost too easy.

Greg Meredith scored his first of
three goals off at 8:05 of Friday's first period, but

the Irish started a third period on a Maryland

power play at 15:23 for a 1-1 first-period score.

Kevin Flaherty scored at 5:39 of the second, Michigan

gave him 16 points while
tallying on 13-23

shots.

Lundberg) 19:44. No, Schneider

and Somehow, used with 5:00p.m .. two days prior
to receive... at 5:39 of the second, Michigan

gave him 16 points while
tallying on 13-23

shots.

Jackson's 8-12 from the floor
gave him 16 points while

Brown 4 (Tom Perry) and LaFortune 2 (Brian Brown) combined for 15 points.
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Middletown, CT.

and questionable
defense as well. We have
great speed and when we use it on
the floor, it is almost too easy.
McManus leads Notre Dame
Irish women defeat St. Mary's, 70-43

by Debbie Daileking
Sports Editor

Quick offensive rebounding and limited team fouls were the key to Notre Dame's win over Saint Mary's Saturday as the Irish soundly defeated the Belles 70-43.

If Most Valuable Players were chosen in women's basketball, Notre Dame's Tricia McManus definitely would have received the award. The 5-11 center maintained good board position and limited her team to 16 points from behind the basket. McManus also hit six baskets from the charity line making her the high-point player for the game with 22 points.

"We really played well together as a team," said McManus. "We only had six or seven turnovers in the first half and we rebounded well." Notre Dame had 60 percent of the rebounds, which was a big factor in the outcome of the game.

St. Mary's, however, was unable to hold the entire game, putting the Irish in the bonus situation early in both halves. SMC forward Marsha Kelly got into foul trouble with four fouls in the first half, and sat out on the bench for most of the second half. Kelly, one of the top scorers for the Belles and only scored four points before fouling out midway through the second half.

Both teams had many unnecessary turnovers, especially in the first half. The pressure and anxiety due to the rival nature of the teams caused the players to rush their offense. This resulted in throwing the ball out of bounds and frequent jump balls. Once the Irish and the Belles were able to overcome this anxiety, the game began.

Scoring was slow at the beginning of the game with the Irish scoring the first basket. Saint Mary's tied it at 2-2, and McManus scored 10 points in the game as center Kathleen Cullen put in two from under the basket.

The Belles defense was tough in the first five minutes of the game keeping Notre Dame from penetrating their zone to score. McManus broke for Notre Dame as she dribbled up the center for an easy lay-up. Notre Dame jumped out in front early in the game and continued to lead for the remainder of the game.

Charged Bruce Flowers with a bumping foul. Two timeouts later, Maryland's senior citizen completed the three point play ending ND's bid for a thirteen win.

After Orlando Woolridge opened the scoring with over two minutes expired, the Terps grabbed the lead by running the Irish on transition baskets. Driselle had his team continue the running game as Notre Dame came out a step sluggish while showing little patience in a normally systematic offense.

While Phelps and Driselle proceeded to play a chess game with numerous substitutions, the home team opened up a lead as the game's Most Valuable Player, Ernie Graham, was unstoppable hitting baskets from all over the court. Graham led all scorers at the half with 16 points.

Flowers and Jackson provided the only spark for pregame favorites as each
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Icers split with Wolves

by Brian Beglau
Sports Writer

ANN ARBOR, Mich.—Probably the smartest move Notre Dame hockey coach Lefty Smith made all week was not calling a timeout.

"He didn't make. He didn't change a thing," said McManus. "After losing the first of a two-game series to the Michigan Wolverines Friday night 6-4, Smith contemplates what the Irish line back the way the, were for the first half of the season. He had to wait until the team get to the risk to decide what to do, and then he decides to wait one more third."

"The extra 20 minutes of waiting proved well worth it. Notre Dame used five fast goals late Saturday to mount a 5-1 lead that proved to be too much for the Wolverines to overcome, as the Irish went on to a 10-7 win over last place Michigan at Yost Ice Arena. The win, the twelfth for Notre Dame against 11 losses and one tie, matched last season's total of victories, but more importantly gave the Irish a league record of 12-9-1 and sole possession of fourth place in the WCHA.

"After losing the first night I was really having trouble deciding whether or not to switch our lines back," said Smith. "But after our fourth goal in the first period Saturday I definitely decided to stay with it. We moved the puck much better in the offensive zone, and used all five effectively. I was very pleased to see all the scoring we did, especially some of the goals a few were picture-perfect plays."

But the most important result of Smith's decision to stay with lines was the fact that it kept the first line of freshmen phenom Dave Poulin at center for Steve Schneider and Greg Meredith, this first unit responded with five goals and nine assists for Smith Saturday to spark the Irish in the shootout. After the 6-1 loss, Jim Brown opened the scoring Saturday with his fourth goal of the year on a nice pass from Tom Michaelak. That came at 1:36, but
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WCHA STANDINGS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>North Dakota</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota/Duluth</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notre Dame</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denver</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado College</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan State</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>